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ABSTRACT
this paper, we study strong convergence of common fixed points for two
asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings and prove that K is a nonempty
bounded convex subset of a Hillbert space Hand let S, T:K~Kbe two asymptotically

ir

co

quasi-nonexpansive mappings -with sequences {un},{vJc [O,co) such that L,u! < 00
n=l
""
00
and ~ v! <
and F = F(s)n F(T) = {x EK: Sx = Tx = x} * ~. Suppose {xn} is
n~.L

generated iteratively by

x1 E K

and

=ar.xn +bnS"y11 +c11 l 11
=anxr. +bnTnxn +cnmn, VnEN,
where ln; mn

E

K, and

:c

n;:;:l'

ti} ;=l,
:c

are bounded an + bn +en

= 1 =an + bn +en'

tC

O::;an,b,.,c,.,an,bn,cn ::;1, 'VnEN, ;en <+oo, ~en <+oo. Then {xn} converges
,,~-~

n-...

strongly to some common fixed point of S and T. Our result extends the
corresponding result of Schu [9, Theorem 1.5, page 409].
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries. Let K be nonempty subset of a real
normed space E. Let T be a self mapping of K. Then T is said to be asymptotically
nonexpansive -..vith sequence {un} c [0,XI) if limn_,,,,, un = 0 and
II

l1T"xu

::; (1 + un~lx-yll

for all x,y EK and n ~ 1; and is said to be asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive
with sequence {uJ c [O,cc) if F(T) = {x EK: Tx = x} *~,limn_,,"' un = 0 and

iiT"x-x *\I::; (l+un~lx-x*ll
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for all x E K, x* E F(T) and n ~ 1 .
The mapping Tis called nonexpansive if

llTx -Tyjl ~ llx - ~.
for all x,y EK, and is called quasi-nonexpansive ifF(T)#rO and

l!Tx - X *~ ~ tlX -

X

for all x EK and x* E F(T). It is therefore clear that a nonexpansive mapping
with a nonempty fixed point set is quasi-nonexpansive and an asymptotically
nonexpansive mapping with a nonempty fixed point set is asymptotically
quasinonexpansive. The converse do not hold in general.
Example 1. Let T:R~R be defined as

T(x)=Oif x =0
and

T(x)= xsin(l/x)if x * 0.
Obviously x=O is the only fixed point ofT, i.e. T(O)=O.
Tis quasi-nonexpansive, since if y ER ,p=O then
!Ty- p\ = jTy-Oj =lysin(l/y)-0\ =!ysin(l/ y~
~lylsin(l/y)=IJI=

-Oj= -p\

Therefore

jTy- pj ~ IY - p\ \:Jy E R.
Thus Tis quasi-nonexpansive. But it is not nonexpansive.
Let x = 2/n and y = 2/3-rr.. Then
2 . 7t 2 . 3nj
2 3n
2!
1n

ITx- Ty I= -sin---sin-::::1

1sin2:.+~sin~1

=

2

1t

2

31t

2,

= ~+~1 =~
l1t

37t

31t

whereas

Ix -yj = 1~

--~J

1t ~

=_!_.
3n

This shows that Tis not nonexpansive. Thus Tis quasi-nonexpansive mapping
but it is not nonexpansive mapping. Hence a quasi-nonexpansive mapping
need not be a non.expansive mapping. On the other hand a nonexpansive

...

····-·-···-----------
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mapping with nonempty fixed point set is a quasi-nonexpansive mapping but
the converse is not true.

Example 2. Let x = e2 with the usual norm and D be the unit ball in X. We
define a map T from D to D by
Tx =(o,si ,~~2, Ass3, ... ,~sn", ...)

for all
:i
.

=(s ,s ,s ,sn, ...
1

2

3 ,. ..

)E

D, where {Ai} is a sequence of real numbers
.

such that 0<~<1 for all i and

n"" ~

=

i.=2

.

1/2.

•

Let x E D. Then we have
Tx = (o,si ,~sz,A3s3,. .. ,Ansn,. ..),

T 2 x =T(Tx) = r(o,si ,~s2,A3s_3, ... ,~sn, ...)

or
T x =(o,o, ~si, AzA3s2,A3A4~31···,An~+1Sn, ... ).
2

Similarly by induction
n

Tnx = ( o,o,. .. ,o, CT ~si
•=2

n+2·
,nn+l ~sz, D
~;3,. .. , D~sk, ... ·
n+k-l

•=2

•=2

)

i=k

Hence .

.·

n

~2n~1x
i=2

That is

V"x-

n

:s;;kn'n-

wherek,. =2Il~.
i=2

Thus Tis asymptotically nonexpansive mapping.
Now the only fixed point ofT is 0, i.e, T(O)=O. So ifp=O, we have

IT x- p~:::;; 2l] ~!Ix-_ pjj =kn~x11

that is
n

:s;;k11

\!x-pj\, where kn =2TI~.
i.=2

Hence Tis an asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping.
Thus, T is asymptotically nonexpansive with F(T)4 implies that T is
an asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping but the converse is not ture.
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The class of asymptotically nonexpansive maps was introduced by Goebel
and Kirk [2] as an important generalization of the class of nonexpansive maps.
They established that if K is a nonempty closed convex bounded subset of a
uniformly convex Banach space E and T is an asymptotically nonexpansive
self mapping of K, then T has a fixed point. In [3], they extended this result to
the broader class of uniformly L-Lipschitzian mappings withL<'A, where Ais
sufficiently near 1.
Iterative techniques for approximating fixed points of nonexpansive
mappings and their generalizations (asymptotically nonexpansive mappings,
etc.) have been studied by a number of author (see [7],[8],[10],[ll]), using the
Mann iteration scheme [6] or the Ishikawa-type iteration scheme [4].
In 1994, Tan and Xu [11] had proved the problem on convergence of
Ishikawa iteration for asymptotically nonexpansive mapping on a compact
convex subset of a unifromly convex Banach space. In 2001 1 Qihou [12], pre....~nts
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the Ishikawa iteration of
asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping with an error member on a Banach
space converging to a fixed point Again, in 2002 [13], the same author has
proved the convergence of Ishikawa iteration of a (L-a.) uniform Lipschitz
asymptotically nonexpansive mapping with an error member on a compact
convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space based on some r&~ts of
[12].
Recently, Khan and Takahashi [5] considered the problems of
approximating common fixed points oftv10 asymptotically nonexpansive self
mappings S and T of K through weak and strong convergence of the iterative
sequence {xn} defined by

x1 eK
xn+l =(1-a,.)xn +ansnyn,n21
Yn = (1-bn)xn +bnTnxn,n 21

(A)

where {an} and {bn} are some sequence in [0,1].
Let K be a nonempty subset of a normed space E and S,T:K~K be two
asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings. Consider the following iterative
sequence {xn} with errors defined by

x 1 eK
Xn+I =anxn +bnSnyn +cnln
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Yn =anxn +b~Tnxn·+cnmn,-''ifnEN,

(B)

and {mn} are bounded sequences in Kand {an},{bn},{cn}, {a.J, ~n1{cn}

where

are real sequences in [0,1] satisfying the following conditions :

an +bn +en =an +bn +en =l,'ifnEN
limn-+-:ro bn =limn_,,"' bn = 0,
(iii)

:z:::=lcn <+co;2::=1Cn <+co,

(iv)"

2:"'n=lv..nl-'n
,., A =co '

0:::; an :::; ~n < 1, '\In EN where an

= bn +en

and

f3n = bn +en.

Note that the sequence defined by (B) deduces the sequence defined by (A).
In this paper, we prove strong convergence of common fixed points of
modified Ishikawa iterative sequence with errors (defined by (B)) for two
a.,~ymptotica.Hy quasi-none~ansive mappings in a Hilbert space. Our result extend
and generalize the corresponding rei:,---ult of Schu [6] and many others. The purpose
of this paper is to continue discussion concerning convergence of fixed point/
common fixed point.
To prove our main result, we need the followinJ :
Lemma 1. Let H be a Hilbert space a

j[az + (1- a )w~

2

E

[0,1] and z, w EH. Then

+ a(l - a~jz -

wjj

2

aljzjl + (1- a ~Jwjj
2

:::::

2

Lemma 2. Suppose that { yr" } and { cr,. } are two sequences of nonnegative numbers
and { 8n} be real sequence in [0,1], such that for some real number N0~1,

: : : (1-o,)v n +crn, '\In "C. N 0 .
If

w n < oo then sequence { Y' n } ronverging 4> zero i.e.

~~ \jJ n = 0 as n ---'? co •

2. Main Result. In Hus section, we prove the following
Theorem. Let H be a real Hilbert space, K be a nonempty, bounded, convex subset
of H and let S, T:K-'?K be two completely continuous mappings satisfying

:::::(l+un~!x-pJl and llT"x-plj:::;(l+vn~lx-pjj

l!Snx-

for all x,yEK, for aHpEF=F(S)nFCT) and VnEN where {un},{vn}c[O,co) with

:s:=l u! <co

and

:s:=1v! <co

. Starting from an arbitrary x 1 EK, define the sequence

{x 1) be given by
xn+1

= anxn + bnS"yn + cnln

Yn = anxn + bnT"xn + cnmn, Vn. EN'

(i)
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1

where {ln} and {mn} are bounded sequences in Kand {an}, {bn}, {en}, {a,.}, ~n {c,.}
are real sequences in [0,1] satisfying the following conditions:
(i)

an +bn +en = an + bn +en =1, "in E N '

(ii)

Limn~robn

(iii)
(iv)

(v)

= Limn~})n = 0 ,
L;=len <+co; L;=lcn < +oo,
L;=1anl3n = oo,
0::;; an ::;; !3n < 1, "in EN where an = bn +en and f3n = bn +en.
If F=F(S)F(T)={xEK·Sx=Tx=x}. Then {xn} converges strongly to some

common fixed point of S and T.
Proof. For any pEF, we have from (i) ·
2

llxn+l -Pl! =llan(xn -p)+bn{Sny,, -p)+
=mi

-anXxn - p)+an(Snyn - p)-en (Sr'Yn -Zn

From Lemma 1, for some constant M 1 ~ 0 , we have

jj(l-anXxn - p)+aJSnyn -p)-en(Snyn -zn)J
::;; (1-an~lxn - pjj +anJJsnYn Therefore,
2

llxn+l -Pll

2

2

~j -an(l-an~lxn -SnynJl +Mien
2

2

(1-an~lxn -p{l +an(l+un) JJYn -p{l -a,.(1-aJlxn
I,
2

::;;

2

2

+ ~M1 cn · ...

Now,
2

2

!IYn - Pli =!Jan (xn - P )+ bn (Tnxn - P )+ cnmnJl
= jj(l-J3nXxn - p)+ f3n(Tnxn - P)-c,. (Tnxn -m,.
2

::;; (l-f3n~lxn - pj\ +13nj!Tnxn -

Pr -!311 (l-J3n~Jx,. -T xn\j2 + M2c,.
11

Therefore,

llYn - Pll

2

(1-J3,.~lxn - P!l +f3n(l+u,.)2[!xn -p{j -f3n(l-J3,.~lxn -T,.x,.112 +M2cn
2

::;;

2

2

::;(l+un)2 llxn -p\[ -J3n(l-J3n~hi -TnxnlJ +M2en
2

... (2)

Now from (1) and (2), we get

jjxn+l -Pll

2
::;;

(1-an~Jxn -pjj 2 +a,.(l+unf[(l+vnfllxn -pjl 2 -f3n(l-[3,.~~n -Tnx1J
+M2 cn]-an(l-an~Jxn -Snynf +M1e,.

::;; [1-an +an (1-un)2 (1 +uaf ]Jxn - p~ -anf3n (l-f311 Xl +unfl~n -Tnx,J

2
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-a,.(1-a,.~lxn -S
Since

71

y 71 !12 +a 71 (l+u71 )2 M 2c71 +M1en

::;l,-a"(l-a )::;0, it follows from

et 71

71

... (3)

(3) that

::;[l-a +a,.(l+u )2(l+v )2Jjlx -Pll -an~\(l-13 71 Xl+u 71 )2llx71 -Tnxnll
2

71

71

71

2

71

+a.n(l+u,.)2 M2 cn +M1e

71 •

{~xn -Tnxnll}

.

Since Tis completely continuous, so

is a bounded sequence.

Let lim
inf!'lxn
-Tn Xn !jJ, = P ;::: 0 .
n-;.-,::c
i
We claim that p = 0 , consider that the claim is false i.e. p < 0 . Then there
exists an integer N 1 >0 such that
Vn~N1 •

::;p/2,
Then inequality (4) yields,

::; [1-a,. ~-(1 +u,.)2(1 +v )2 }]!xn - Pll -a.nl3n(l-l3 Xl+u )2p/2
2

71

+a 11 (l+u")2 M 2 c,.

71

71

+M1en
2

2

2

::; [17""a {i-(1 + uJ (1 + vn)2 }]lxn - PIJ -a.nl3n{l-13nXl + un) p/2
71

+M3 [en

+an(l+unfc,J

= max{M1 ,M2 };::: 0.

where M 3
Let
t 71

l

=[1-an ~ -(1 + unf (1 + uJ2 }]
= (1- 13n X
1 + U,.)\2 P2/j 4

Thus
A
....a,.tJ,/'•.::::,
By summing,
~

[I
f +a.n (l+u,iJ\2-en ]
- Pll•12 -1xn+1
- Pl,·1·2 +M 3lcn

n

"·I a.)'.! ::; tn - Pil

2

-Pl!2 +Ms f[ei +aAi+uircJ.

-ifxn+1

j=N

j=N

n

It follows that Ia )3j < oo, which contradicts the hypothesis (iv). Thus
j=N

p=O i.e.

~~n; infijxn -Tn xn II =0.
Then from inequality (4), we have

5 [1-a,. ~ -(1 +unf (1 + vJ

2

}]~xn -·p~ 2 +M 3 [cn + q;n (1 +u )2c,.]
71
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or,

llxn+l - Pll
where crn

= M 3 [cn +an (1 + un)2cn}

(1- 8 n~lxn - pjj + CT n,
2

2
::;;

and on

= o:n ~ -(1 + unf (l + un)2 }.

Since l:cr n < oo , so by Lemma 2, taking IV n

=

- piji 2 ' we get lim
xn = P . Thus
n-->ao

{xn} converges strongly to some common fixed point of S and T. This completes
the proof.

Remark 1. Our main theorem extends and generalizes. Theorem 1.5 of Schu [9,
page 409] to the more general class of mappings considered in this paper. It is
worth noting that Theorem 1.5 of Schu [9] is proved for asymptotically
nonexpansive mapping having sequence {k,)c [l,oo). However, in our result we
consider two asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings S and T which have
separate sequences {un},{v11 }c [0,oo) respectively.
Remark 2. If we put en

=en =O,T = I,S = T

and

Un =Un,

then Theorem 1.5 of

Schu [9] is a corollary of our main Theorem 3.
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